
THE ALBION 360
 COLLECTION

Colour Ranges -36cm Desk Globes



Prussian Blue
Albion Base in Aluminium



Albion Base in London Plane
Glacial Blue



Cool Blue
Albion Base in Special Edition Bubinga



Reed Green
Albion Base in Walnut



Turquoise
Albion Base in London Plane in a medium stain, 
also available in a darker finish



Aquamarine
Albion Base in Walnut



Cobalt
Albion Base in Special Edition Bubinga



Sea Green
Albion Base in Aluminium



Mint Green
Albion Base in Walnut



Albion Base in Polished Aluminium
Gagarin



Albion Base in Oak
Ochre



Albion Base in Walnut
Champagne



Celestial
Albion Base in Aluminium



Other Available Colours

OliveMint CassiniCharcoal



Available in vaious stains, with metal 
feet or invisible rubber feet

Albion Bases

Glacial Blue with Base in London Plane Aquamarine with Base in WalnutOchre with Base in Oak



Limited Edition Bases

Celestial with Base in Zebrano Prussian Blue with Base in AluminiumCobalt Blue with Base in Bubinga
(Solid Brushed Aluminium)

Available with metal feet or invisible rubber feet. 
Please enquire for pricing and availability.



60 characters standard with all 360 globes
Base Engraving



Current Political Information
Current political information corresponding to the time 
your globe was made is optional on each globe. Included 
is a world leaders list with current heads of state as well 
as current EU and UN members, most populous cities, 
top world languages, and top religions.

Please request for this information to be included or 
taken off. You can also request to replace the main list 
with wording of your own; a poem, quote or your 
favourite world facts.



Cartography Edits

20 cartography edits are included in the 
commission of an Albion 360 Globe.

Cartography edits can include anything from 
adding a special town or place that might not 
otherwise be on the map to highlighting special 
places in a colour so they stand out.

Personalisation



Illustrations

We offer bespoke illustrations which 
are hand-drawn and painted. Along 
with travel routes and handwritten 
calligraphy, this will be quoted on top 
of the price of the globe. 

The decision to add further detail to your 
commission can be made after you place 
your order, and we provide mock-ups 
for approval on placement, sizing and 
style before your globe is made.

Personalisation



36cm and 23cm globes, both in Prussian Blue



sales@bellerbyandco.com
www.bellerbyandco.com


